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Mark Taylor Design to showcase beautiful bespoke  
furniture and design expertise at Pub in the Park 

 

 
Mark Taylor Design is renowned for creating distinctive, bespoke furniture  
and joinery that transform clients’ homes into truly extraordinary spaces 

 
Prestigious furniture manufacturer and interior design specialist Mark Taylor Design is giving 
visitors to the first Pub in the Park festival in May the chance to feast their eyes on some of its 
beautiful, bespoke furniture. Joining some of the UK’s best chefs, Mark Taylor Design will 
be exhibiting at the festival in its home-town of Marlow on 19th to 21st May with a 4m by 4m 
stand. This will also give visitors the chance to experience the company’s bespoke interior 
design expertise for themselves. 
 
Tickets for the event, hosted by Michelin-star, celebrity chef Tom Kerridge and billed as a 
‘celebration of the very best food, drink and music’, have already sold out and 14,000 people 
from Marlow and the surrounding area are expected to visit Higginson Park over the three 
days.  
 
Mark Taylor Design’s stand will be perfectly placed in a prime location near to the chef 
demonstration area where a line-up of celebrity chefs will be treating visitors to culinary 
masterpieces. Visitors to the stand will experience beautiful, bespoke furniture that 
demonstrates this British manufacturer’s incredible attention to detail and see a stunning 
selection of inspirational mood boards, created by Mark Taylor Design’s Interior Design 
division. Examples of some of the exclusive projects that Mark Taylor Design has completed 



	 	 	

	
	

	 	

over the last 20 years will also be on display and members of Mark Taylor Design’s team will 
be available to provide expert advice and an insight into their work. 
 
Managing Director Mark Taylor says: “We’re thrilled to be showcasing examples of our 
bespoke cabinetry and interior design and supporting the first Pub in the Park festival, which 
is set to become an unmissable event in Marlow’s calendar. We are being supported by our 
friends at FutureAV*, whose AV equipment will be on display and Domus**, who have 
supplied us with flooring for our stand.”  
 

– Ends – 
 
Notes to editors:  

• For further information, contact Mark Taylor Design on 01628 486707, email 
mtd@marktaylordesign.co.uk or visit www.marktaylordesign.co.uk 

• Mark Taylor Design creates extraordinary spaces providing bespoke furniture, 
cabinetry, specialist joinery and interior design.  

• Mark Taylor Design balances functional planning with beautiful, inspirational 
design, creating unique rooms using the most exciting and innovative 
materials and finishes. 

• They were recently shortlisted for the Living Space – UK award in the design 
et al International Design & Architecture Awards 2017 for the transformation 
of a living space into a stunning, bespoke Art Deco-inspired bar and relaxing 
room. 

• Mark is the driving creative force behind Mark Taylor Design with more than 
30 years’ interior, furniture design and manufacturing experience. 

• Mark Taylor Design work out of their design studio in Buckinghamshire 
supported by their workshops in Wiltshire and Oxfordshire. They take on 
projects nationwide. 

• *Future AV transforms living spaces into smart spaces where TV, movies, 
music, home security and temperature can be controlled by smart devices and 
AV solutions for some of the world’s leading brands. Tel: 0208 948 6121. 
www.futureav.com   

• ** Domus supplies tiles, mosaics, stone and wood to prestigious commercial 
and residential design projects. Tel: 0208 481 9500. www.domustiles.co.uk 
 
 

For further information, please contact Sarah Mills or Nicola Hanley at Homestyle PR: 
T: 01245 491857 
E: sarah.mills@homestylepr.com/nicola.hanley@homestylepr.com 
W: www.homestylepr.com 
 

 


